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 This brand-new edition has been expanded to include 3,000 brand-new quotations (10,000 total)
from 1,300 extra authors.First posted in 1997, The Book of Positive Quotations has distributed a lot
more than 200,000 combined trade copies. Among four books in Fairview Press' well-known
Positive Quotation series.
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Great Quotes! I have been searching for a reserve of great quotations for the within of greeting
cards for some time. My first try was THE BEST Guide to an ideal Card: Prose-sentiments-poems-
expressions  My best publication ever for how exactly to live with great wisdom For the last 15
years, this has been my head to book for how to live my best life.The Ultimate Guide to an ideal
Word: Rates - Titles - Poetry - Tips - Words. I am truly thrilled with this publication of Positive
Quotations! That one is. Overall I think the book is very well put together. Naturally, most of the
quotes are a lot longer than would fit in a greeting cards, but most seem to be a brief paragraph or
less. Neither of the prior two books was quite scholarly plenty of for me. Also reading a few quotes
at the same time on a particular topic can provide me great insight and inspiration. To start, the
book is pretty big, and each page is filled usually with three columns of rates. great book, he
identifies it this was something special for my husband when his copy got ruined. In each section, in
addition they continue to breakdown the quotes. For instance is you head to "dread" you will
observed it group like "coping with fear" "How dread affects others". It not only includes over 10,000
entries, but those entries are from historical individuals who have shaped our world rather than from
the author or a current superstar. The quality of the quotes can be impressive. From figures that go
back centuries to present day people. The only real small complaint I've is some quotes are
repeated. There's only a little thing that is not a big deal: a few of the quotes are a small odd or the
wording is a bit strange, however, not Co fusing to comprehend.. I highly recommend for anyone
searching for a book of inspirational quotes. I love it.. This has been a favorite book of mine for quite
a while. I've a paperback copy that I was presented with many years ago as a gift. I was so happy
I could find a copy that I could have for the Kindle as well, because then it complements me
wherever I move. I didn't expect the size nonetheless it is great! This book is HUGE! I give copies of it
to numerous people.followed by  Just what I wanted This book is just what I wanted. I didn't expect
the size nonetheless it is great! This is fantastic! I love the way the author and collaborators . Five
Stars amazing number of very positive quotations.. This is fantastic! I love the way the author and
collaborators arranged the primary topics with sub topics. For example if a quotation can apply to
two different classes.. The book is definitely well divided with each section labeled obviously. But
despite this the book continues to be well varied.. A POPULAR!great book, he identifies it daily Three
Stars It was a gift
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